Three Short-Line Nymphing Rigs

~ Relative section lengths not to scale ~

1. **Tapered 2 or 3 Fly Leader Rig – 9’ total length**
   - **Ron’s Bright Butt 12” Inline Indicator**
   - Uni-knots or loop to loop
   - 5’ tapered 3x leader – trim 2.5’ from 7.5’ leader at thin end
   - Double surgeons knot, or two Perfection Loops for quick swap out.
   - 12’ 3x
   - 4’-6’ 4x dropper
   - BB shot as required
   - #10 Spro swivel or tippet ring
   - 18’-24’ 3/4x

2. **Alternate to above: thin level line – no taper**
   - 5’ 10# or 8# bulk Maxima (or equivalent. Add 12’ if no inline indicator for 9’ total.)
   - Uni-knots or loop to loop
   - Double surgeons knot, or two Perfection Loops for quick swap out.
   - 12’ 3x
   - 4’-6’ 4x dropper
   - BB shot as required
   - 18’-24’ 3/4x

3. **Classic two fly Tandem Rig**
   - (Use either of above for butt section)
   - 6’ with Ron’s indicator. Otherwise 7’ for 9’ total length.
   - BB shot as required
   - Usually a smaller fly

---

1. Above leaders adjusted for 9’ rod length. Adjust butt section accordingly to match different rod lengths. 9’ includes 12” Amnesia indicator.
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